DOK 1
Routine Thinking

- Can you recall _____?
- Can you identify _____?
- How would you describe _____?
- What might you include on a list about _____?
- Can you select _____?
- How can you find the meaning of _____?

arrange   calculate   memorize
measure   name        recognize
recall    repeat      identify
illustrate match      label
state     list        state
Can you explain how _____ affected_____?
How would you apply what you learned to develop_____?
How would you summarize_____?
What do you notice about_____?
How would you estimate_____?
How could you organize_____?

compare classify categorize
measure graph distinguish
predict modify construct
organize infer summarize
interpret make observations
DOK 3
Strategic Reasoning

- How is _____ related to _____?
- What conclusions can be drawn?
- Can you elaborate on _____?
- How would you test _____?
- What evidence supports _____?
- What would happen if _____?
- Why is that the best answer?

assess    compare    construct
appraise  revise     hypothesize
critique  investigate
draw conclusions
develop a logical argument
Write a research paper.
What information can you gather to support your idea about______?
Write a thesis, drawing conclusions from multiple sources.
Apply information from one text to another to develop an persuasive argument.